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Korean Vets Must Sign

ka

Korean Veterans must sign
their November attendance
forms in the Korean Vets’ Office, Room 122-A, by the end
of thin tver.k. iwcortling to Mrs.
Sue Rankin, secretary.
The forms may be signed any
day this week, but Friday is
the deadline.
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Kappa Alpha Wins Crown,
Defeats SAE Team, 13-6

First Army ROTC
Review ’Successful’

The first Army ROTC review of the semester was termed a
"great success" by Colonel John E. Rogers, commander of the local
ROTC detachment.
The parade was held yesterday morning on the women’s athletic field.
"For the first review of the year it was exceptionally well coordinated," Colonel Rogers statetd. The freshmen, %vita drilled

separately from the rest of the
cadet corps before yesterday.
fitted in very well, Colonel Rogers,
commented.
Cadets Terry Rowe and Jay
Hogrefe were presented medals
by President John T. Wahiquist
for receiving high honors at the
Robert Luc, French consul gen- annual Army ROTC summer eneral in San Francisco, told a campment at Fort Lewis, Wash.
crowd of 200 in the Engineering
Rowe was awarded the AssociLecture Hall last night that "dic- ation of the United States Army
tators must be stopped while there Medal for receiving the highest
is still time."
all-around honors at the summer
"If you wait too long," Luc said, camp.
"you are finished. You wind up
Hogrefe, who is cadet corps
with another global war."
commander, received the Military
Sponsored by San Jose State’s Proficiency medal for securing
International Relations Club. Luc first place honors in his cornsaid France’s action resulted "be- pany at camp.
cause of Nasser’s rejection of any
Colonel Rogers presented Disinternational solution to the Suez tinguished Military Student badCanal problem."
ges to ten men for their fine
"The U.N. was too inefficient work in school and at camp.
and too slow. Action had to be
Cadet Rowe and Hogrefe joined
taken. Otherwise it would have Colonel Rogers and his staff in the
been impossible to stop war from reviewing stand and took the respreading throughout the whole view as the entire Army ROTC
Middle East. A U.N. resolution cadet corps passed before them.
was not enough."
A similar review is planned.
"Our action was the only way weather permitting for the ROTC
to stop the conflict from spread- students who will be graduated
ing and to insure the security of In January.
the canal. We must work for a
final, not a temporary settlement
of problems in the Middle East. A
return to the status quo is not
enough. An international settlement is vitally necessary. We need
an international operation of the
canal by an international body."
Luc said the French people
An Oral Interpretation Reading
were convinced that without their
action there would not be a U.N. Hour will be given by Mrs. Noreen
police force in the Middle East Mitchell’s Speech 30 classes Thursday at 4 p.m. in the Studio Theatoday.
ter.
Dale Falk and Stanley Rooney
will give a dialogue reading of
"Three People," an experimental
play from the Yale Workshop
concerning a tragedy in the lives
Sign up date for the Dr. Dor- of a university professor and his
othy Kaucher Oral Reading Award wife. It was written by A. R.
Contest has been extended to Dec. Gurney Jr.
3,, according to the Speech and
Loree Arthur will read "There
Drama Department. Any student Will Come Soft Rains," an excerpt
interested may sign up in SD 100. from Ray Bradbury’s novel "MarTryouts will be held Dec. 17 tian Chronicles." It creates a picat 3:30 p.m. In the Studio Thea- ture of 1985.
ter, instead of Dec. 18, as previous"What Is Man?" an essay by
ly scheduled. Selections should be Thomas Wolfe, will be read by
limited to three minutes, prefer- Roy Deeds. Eileen Bureau will
ably taken from the seven-minute read George Ades satire on
selection to be prepared for the bachelorhood, "The Joy of Single
Blessedness."
final contest Jan. 10.
This is an annual contest which
Harry Stephens will read the
began with an anonymous dona- preface to H. Allen Smith’s novel,
tion in honor of Dr. Dorothy "The Complete Practical Joker."
Kaucher, professor of speech. The and John Snyder will read the susprize will be $50. Previously lim- pense-fillec6prose narrative, "The
ited to students in oral interpre- Lottery," by Shirley Jackson.
There will be no admission
tation classes, the contest is now
to the entire student body this charge for the performance, and
year.
the public is invited.

Consul Says
French Action
Stopped War

Speech Classes
Offer Readings
In Studio Theater

Speech Award
Deadline Reset

Finance Items’ilushaw, Walker Score TDs
Beadnell
Head Council On Aerials From
By JIM HUSHAW
Kappa Alpha scored a 13-6 victory
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Agenda Today yesterday
in Spartan Stadium to nab the 1956 Intel-fraternity footover

Three requests for funds totalling $365 are expected to be the
major items of business at today’s
meeting of Student Council when
It convenes in the Student Union
at 2:30 o’clock, according to Don
Ryan. ASH vice president.
Largest financial item is a request for $300 from the Athletic
Department to pay for installation
o f lights a t Spartan Stadium.
Other requests are for $50 from
the Campus Chest Committee and
$15 from the Blood Drive Committee, both to be used to cpnduct campaigns.
Rounding out the day’s tentative agenda will be: I. Appointment of a member to the Health
Service Committee: 2. Reports
PRESIDENT JOHN T. WAHLQUIST presents the Military Profrom committees and class counficiency medal to Cadet Jay Hogrefe for winning high honors at cils; and 3. Correspondence.
the Army ROTC’ summer camp at Fort Lewis. Wash. Terry ROWP
is shown wearing hi Association of the United States Army medal
which also was presented by President Wahlquist.

Suggests
Registration Dinner-Dance Site

Final Salk
Total Announced--1551

Final registration figures fpr
the Salk vaccine polio vaccinations
shows 1551 persons have signed
up, according to Dr. Thomas J.
Gray, health officer.

will be needed at both first and
second injections."
Dr. Gray reminded students that
the third shot in the vaccination
program will be given next fall.
The third shot must follow the
Dr. Gray disclosed yesterday
:second by atlist seven months.
that the first of two shots for
those who have registered will be
given on Dec. 3.
The shots will be given on four
separate days before Christmas
vacation begins, Dec 3, 5, 11, and
15 between 2 and 4 p.m.
At each of these two-hour periods, Dr. Gray said, 250 persons
will be able to receive their first
shot.
When the 1000 persons who
have had a shot return to school
after the vacation period they will
be given their second injection.
Dr. Gray said that it is possible that a limited registration
period will be conducted after the
first of the year to add to the
remaining 551 people who won’t
be able to get their first shot
until some time in January.
Students to be given shots will
be notified through the Spartan
Daily. Each person who registered
was given a receipt containing a
number, these numbers will be
printed in the Spartan Daily when
it is time for the shots.
"It is very important that students hold on to the receipts they
were given at registration," explained Dr. Gray, "because they

Hungarian Government Begins New
Wave of Arrests in ’Tough’ Policy
K. Krishna Menon asked Secrettary-Genral Dag Hammarskjold
Tuesday to obtain immediate assurances from France that it is
not reinforcing its forces in the
Suez Canal Zone,

it had placed all such nationals
under "restricted residence" on
the grounds that some angleFrench citizens killed civilian
Egyptian volunteers during the
invasion of Port Said.

Krishna Menon made the request after Egyptian Foreign
Minister Mahmoud Fawzi read to
the United Nations General Assembly a press report that French
tanks were being landed at Port
Said in violation of the world
organization’s repeated demands
for the withdrawal of British.
French, and Israeli forces from
Egypt.

JORIION STOPS TREATY
AMMAN, Jordan - Jordan announced Tuesday that it was cancelling its military agreement with
Britain, demanding withdrawal of
all British forces and considering
establishment of diplomatic relation with "the Soviet Union and
others."

EGYPT DENIES EXPULSION
LONDON -The Egyptian government denied Tueday that it
ever planned any "mass expulsign" of British and French nationals from Egypt.

INDIA FEARS BUILD-UP
UNITED NATIONSIndia’s V. . However, it did announce that

D_
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VIENNAA wave of arrests
was reported from Hungary Tuesday in the wake of Soviet-spon.
gored puppet Premier Janos
Kadar’s announced crackdown on
"criminals and counter-revolutionaries."
Reports reaching Vienna said
Hungary’s puppet government was
losing no time in putting its new
"tough" policy into effect. Arrests of former "freedom fighter"
leaders were reported tmderway
all over the country.
Returning diplomats reported
the crackdown was started even
before Kadar told the nation in
a radio broadcast monday night:
"I solemnly declare that all
criminals and counter-revolutionaries will be sought out and put
on trial."

T
his

SPLIT NOT A ’WEAKENING’
Al1GUSTA. Ga., - The White
House said Tuesday that differences between the United States
and Great Britain and France
o%or the Mid-East situation should
net be regarded as "a weakening
or disruption" of a great and
historic, alliance.

Sparta Key
On Sale Dec.10
By PR Board

The 1956-57 Centennial issue
of Sparta Key, the student-faculty
directory, will be sold beginning
Dec. 10 until the Christmas vacation. announced the Public Relations Committee.
Sparta Key eant:4ns the names,
addresses, phone numbers, and
home addresses of all students.
Because it will be available before
Christmas, students can use the
Key as ref ernce for sending
Christmas cards.
The Sparta Key Is printed in
special Centennial colors with the
seal on the cover. This year not
only the addresses of the fraternity and sorority houses, but
the addresses of all living groups
are included.
The Public Relations Committee
is publishing this year’s Key. This
committee is open to all students
interested in the Key and future
public relations work.
Dick Robinson, committee chairman, urged all students interested
In the Key to attend the next
meeting. Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 3:30
p.m. in J3.
The Key has over 140 pages and
will sell for 50 cents. Four tables
will be located on the campus for
students to buy the Key. Positions
are now open for students who
want to sell the Key.

The Villa Chattier in San Mateo is a possible site for the January graduates’ Dinner-Dance,
Tom &meth. Senior Class president, said at a subcommittee meeting yesterday.
The subcommittee of January
graduates and Senior Class officers met to plan the DinnerDance.
The problem of whether the
dance should be held in San Jose
or out of town was discussed. A
band Was considered. The subcommittee expressed a preference
for Jan. 30, a Wednesdaw evening,
the last day of finals’ week, for
the dance.
Any interested January grads
are invited to join this subcommitte at the regular Monday afternoon meeting of the Senior
Class at 3:30 p.m. in Room 39.

ball crown. Kappa Tau routed Sigma Chi, 36-13, to fake third place
in the preliminary contest.
The KAs rolled up
13-0 halftime lead and coasted to their
victory. The SAEs came back strong in the final half and outplayed
the winners, but the SAE tally came with only nine plays left in the
ham

Venezuelan Plane
Crashes 10 Miles
Shy of Destination

CARACUS --(UP)--- A Venezuelan four-engine Constellation
airliner, en route from New York
to Caracas, crashed into a moontam 10 miles from a safe landing
In Caracas yesterady. Airline officials said all 25 persons on
board were killed.
The plane left New York’s Idlewild International Airport at
10:10 p.m. (EST) last night. It
was due at the Caracas Maiquetia
International Airport at 5:30 a.m.
(EST).
But it hit a mountainpeak In
the Naiguata Range, 10 mile north
of Caracas, as it game in for a
landing in rain and a thick overcast.
Officials of the L AV (Linea
Aeropostal Venezolariai in New
York said the Constellation carried la passengers and seven cnwmen. The passengers included 10
Americans, six Venezuelans, a
German and a Cuban.
It was raining and there was
low overcast at Caracas about
the time the plane was due. But
officials said the weather was
not considered "Dangerous" for
flying operations.
When the aircraft failed to
arrive on schedule, LAV put out
an air alert. Later, it was reported the plane hit a peak In
Naiguata Mountain Range 10
miles North of Caracas.

Award for Stud ent of Bard
T h e English Department a nflounced yesterday that it will
award a $100 scholarship to a
student enroIie I in the 1957
Shakespeare institute this summer.
A six unit program, consisting
of courses under the English and
Speech and Drama Departments,
will be given in conjunction with
the Shakespeare Institute to be
held during t h e 1957 Summer
Session. It will run during the

week session, from Jttfl 2 0
August 2.
The scholarship Is being provided for by the departmental
faculty and will be awarded on
the basis of need and qualifications. Preferably it will be swat’dust to a student who plans tb
become a teacher of English or
speech and drama.
Information concerning the
scholarship may be acquired at
t h e English Department office,
BItodmuildin26g. in the Home Economies
six

Mildred Seitz, senior dietetic/.
the Alameda County Highland
dietetics in-

ternship.

Presh)terians T1 Meet
Die Presbytorian t-,t.alent Fellowship will meet tonight at 8
o’clock in the Presbyterian Student Center, :09 S. Ilth St.
’Dinner and a discussion of the
Sermon on the Mount by the
Rev. Roland W. Tapp, adult education director for the Menlo Park
Presbyterian Church will highlight the evening.
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score fr
the one-foot line
I,, put the )(As in front by two
scores. Iicadnell hit center Bud
Green for the extra point to
give the KA% the winning margin.

The KAs itaked off to the SAFA
to open the second half. and both
teams again hattfori eNen. although the KA team found the
going a little rougher. Timely
punting by Walker aided the KA
cause. Walker had a 41 yard
punting average, one kick sailing
(Continued on Page 8)

Court Studies
ASB By-Laws
Student Court met yesterday
to continue its study of possible
in the ANA by-laws. No
cases were on the docket for
prosecution.
In recent action, the Court
found the California Student Tea.
chers Association guilty of a violation in the Datebook procedure
and sentenced the organization
to probation for the remainder
of the semester.
CSTA was charged with holding a function on Thursday night
without receiving Datebook clearanCe from the Lecture Committee
and the Student Activities Board.

The San Jose State Glee Club,
wider the direction of Dr. Russell
NI. Harrison. will present a half
hour program at today’s meting
of AWS to be held at 4:30 p.m. in
the Concert Hall of the Music
Building. A piano side by June Averentl
will also he on the program, according to Elaine Perry. AWS
publicity chairman.
Committees for t h e Student.
Faculty Women Christmas Party
will be appointed af the meeting,
according to Nan Godart. Chairman of the event. The party is
scheduled for Dec. 18.
Eloise Vaughn has been appointed chairman of the annual
AWS Christmas door decoration
contest.

major, has been appninf.d to
her

the RAJ running game stalled and
halfback Jim Beadnell hit Ant
Hushaw with a 48 yard Pau PUY
to break the scoring ice, to gap
a 63 yard drive.
The ICA conversion attempt
failed.
Kappa Alpha broke the game
wide open on Wiley Schmidt’s
kickoff following the score. Wally
Perry received the kick, and while
attempting to lateral to teammate Don Ruff, Schmidt intercepted the lateral. A roughing
penalty moved the ball to the SAE
one :Eirri line.
On third down Readnell bit
halfback Toby Walker for the

AWS To Hear
Glee Club Sing

Dietetic Internship

Hospital for

The RA. counted on their
ground ’war In the first stages
of the gerne, while the SAEs
stayed with their strong passing
attack.
HUSHAW SCORES
After taking over on downs

Montgomery Bus
Boycott Discussed
LONG (i.111NKappa

Alpha halfback Jim Mahan’ races for a II
o In over Sigma Alpha Epsilon
yard gain early in the KA’.
yesterday art Spartan **wham.. Th.. K1 be,
interfraternity
champs at a result of the contest. In background is K t Dirk Knapp
folbming the play’. The KU %%Ili meet the Pi Kappa Alphas a
vxeck from luday fur the intramural crobYti.
Photo bj Freach

"What’s Going On in Montgomery, Alabama" will be the topic
discussed and illustrated tonight
at 7:30 o’clock in the Student
Y by Dr Cecil Thomas. associate
secretary of the University at
California YMCA in Berkeley.

IITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by

Dick Bible’

taffEE
, -

Wednesday, November 28, 19’
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Tape, Phonographs
Proving Valuable
To Language Dept.
By

EDITORIAL

FundRaising Would Help Spirit

Spartan spirit is lagging, if not already dead. Our own Rally ’
Committee tells us so. Unfortunately, lack of spirit is evident not only
at athletic contests but elsewhere as well.
We’ve all been reading lately about the reactions of other colleges to the Hungarian revolt. Many have conducted mass demonstrations in protest of Russian interference. At the same time other col
leges have conducted fund-raising drives to provide aid to the suffering Hungarian people.
Two neighboring universities have conducted such campaigns.
University of Santa Clara conducted quite an elaborate demonstration. The entire student body signed a petition signifying the Broncos’
despair of the Hungarian plight. The petition was then transported by
Congressman Charles Gubser to United Nations headquarters in New
York.
Stanford University also has held mass rallies. Both schools have
attempted to raise funds.
What have San Jose State students done? We know they are
not happy w:th the Hungarian situation.
ijyRY a
Admittedly, there isn’t much that can be accomplished with mass
demonstrations. Yet, it is apparent that only a truly unified student
body, instilled with enthusiasm and that thing called spirit, could hold
such meetings.
" BECAUSE IPA SKIPPING C.A.A5 5E5 TOCAY AN I DON’T
Spartans never attempted such an event. They couldn’t. There is
0.4NIT ANY OF THE PROFS TO RECOaNIZE MF.11
no unity here, no enthusiasm, certainly no spirit.
But all is not lost. We still have an opportunity to regain that ,
much-needed unify. enthusiasm and spirit as well as an opportunity to
perform a very humane act. It is not too late to begin a fund-raising
Since beginning trimpo lossons
hare has been lost French
campaign to send aid to Hungary.
at the age of five, Robert Hare. horn player with a long list of
If would be a feather in the cap of any campus organization that new director of the San Jose
musical groups. including t he
could inaugurate such a campaign.

r
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ROTC Drill Team Common Sight
In Santa Clara County Festivities
By J. J. 1514
.T..se St
s
Air ow fitted in regular A i r Force
Force ROTC drill teams are fast "blurs"
ith white accessories,
becoming an integral part of par- meet once a week and practice
ades in the Santa Clara Valley, for two hours. Because of these
Both units appeared
SJS’s short practice sessions, it takes
Homecoming parade and in the approximately two months of
Veteran’s Day parade in San Jose, drilling before the men start
In addition, the Air Force team marching as a unit instead of as
participated in t he Willow Glen individuals.
Halloween affair.
The Air Force team decided
Last spring this
won the
to
compete as a civilian unit in
drill competition in a Los Banos
parade. The Army unit marched parades so that they might accept prize money when they win
in last year’s Memorial Day and
Veterans Day parades.
a parade competition. Regular

team

The Air Force team wee
formed in the fall of l953 under
the leadership of Don Westbrook. It was wholly a student
Idea, but of volume. had the
full support of the AFROTC
detachment. The unit was organized to eompete with Air
Force drill teams from Stanford. University of California
and San Francisco State. The
SUS unit has always pimpd
among the top two or three in
state-wide competition.
Westbrook and the original team
worked out the routines which
bear litle resemblance to the prescribed manner
marching set
forth in the Air Force drill manual. The routines change slightly
from year to year as different
ROTC students become drill masters.

a

Because a great number of lokver division students expressed interest in the team, two units were
farmed this semester. Dick Alber
is the drill master of the first
unit and Dave Parker is drill
master of the second. Anthony
Cook, drill master of last year’s
team, is coaching both teams.
The

service teams can only accept
trophies.
A plaque hanging on the wall in
President John T. Wahlquist’s office bears
bronze plates inscribed with the names and dates
of the parade competitions won,
attesting the proficiency of the
SJS Air Force ROTC drill teams.

many

The Army ROTC honor guard
unit was formed in the spring of
1955. This year’s 23-man unit is
composed entirely of junior Army
ROTC members. Seniors Jay Hogrefe, Duane Holm, and Terry
Rowe are in charge of the drill
team.
Hogrete was drill master last
sear and retains the position
this semester. A veteran of Marine Corps service, Itogrefe has
had wide experience in leading
drill teams. Ile led drill units
at El Toro Marine Air Station
and at Camp Pendleton.
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Though the Army unit marches !
in many heal parades. its primary function is to, greet Isiting
high ranking Army officers or ,
other dignitaries that periodically
24 members of the units. visit the San Jose State campus.
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HARTFORD,

ster. Leo P. Men)’ had been pacing
for some time before his baby
girl arrivedhe received the news
while on a picket line

Conn.(UP)--A

new father was in good shape for
walking the floor with his

oung-

STUDENT CAR OWNERS

DON OSBORNE

A comparativley recent Innovation in the teaching of foreign
languages has been thi result of
language laboratories. These lahoratories utilize such devices as
tape meorders and record players.
In keeping with the pioneer

Our Complete Service Department
is now available
For Foreign and Domestic Car Servicing

Drop in today!

spirit 14.15 installed such laboratories riser U ear u5ii. They
were at first located in the

ELLIS SERVICE SENTER
38 SO. FOURTH

Main Building hat %s ere tttttst:t1
to Building "0" near the Modern Language Department.

CORONA

Dr. Wesley Goddard, associate
professor of modern languages,
said that "some other schools have
extremely elaborate and expensive laboratories, however, we
have fewer classes and less students. Enough students do use
the laboratory, however, to warrant its existence." It is estimated that some 40 persons a
day make use of the laboratory.

CT 2-5335

UNDERWOOD

ROYAL

REMINGTON

iI.//WwriIeri
FOR RENT
Special Rental Rates for

Students

FOR SALE
Est. 1900

Used Standard and Portable tvlach;nes
EASY PAYMENT PLAN

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Free

Parking
24 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-6383
IMPROVES PRONUNCIATION
Both beginning and advanced
classes use the laboratory in improving their pronunciation and
understanding. Professors record
lessons on tape and students who
listen to these can better understand the spoken word, improve
on their pronunciation and thorPittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, oughly know the lesson.
See
Buffalo Philharmonic, IndianapDuring the lessons the proolis Symphony, S a n Antonio
Complete Dinners
CPEN
We Specialize
fessom ask the student quesJust
7 DAYS A WEEK
Symphony and the Cincinnati
In Homemade
tions
and leave enough silent
Summer Opera Company.
1.00 to 1.50
I I :00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Desserts
space on the tape to enable
He has performed under such
175 SOUTH FIRST
ACROSS FROM KRESS
them to answer.
famed conductors as Fritz Reiner,
Future plans include machines /MI
Vladimir Bakaleinikoff,
Fabien
Sibitzky,
Max
Reiter,
Arthur that will play the lessons while
the student answers on others.
Fiedler, Faust Cleva and Dmitri
Metropoulos. T h e late Bruno Both the question and answers will
be picked up and recorded on a
Jaenicke, solo hornist for the
New York Philharmonic,
was second tape. This will give stu(Author of -Barefoot Bny wits Cheek.- etc
dents an opportuntiy to hear what
Hare’s teacher.
they
sound
like
when
they
answer
The new band director lives in
questions in class.
San Jose with his wife and three
children. Mrs. Hare has studied MANY RECORDINGS
Material in the library of the
violin at the Eastman School of
Music and has played in the Den- laboratory includes some reading
we all know, conversation is terribly important
ver Symphony. the Kansas City patterns which were recorded
on a date. When lulls in the conversation run longer than
Philharmonic, and the San Antonio by commercial companies. coman hour or two. one’s partner is inclined to grow logy
mercial language courses, folk and
Symphony.
even sullen. What, then, does one do?
popular songs in the various langIf one is wise, one follows the brilliant example of
uages, tape recordings of plays
Harlow Thurlow.
given in foreign languages by
WASHINGTON - (UP
The students in the department and
Harlow Thurlow prepares. That is his simple secret.
United States yesterday consid- recordings by natives who have
Before the date, he goes to the library and reads all 24
ered a plea from Iraq for U.S. given speeches in their tongues.
volumes of the encyclopedia and transcribes their conwarplanes and antiaircarft guns.
At present the laboratory contents on his cuffs. Thus he makes sure that no matter
Iraq Ambassador Moussa Alsists of five tape recorders and
what his date’s interests are. he will have ample material
Shabandar made the request at
two record players. Two to four
to keep the conversation alive.
a conference with Assistant Secstudents can use a tape recordTake, for example, Harlow’s first date with Prisoilla
retary of State William M. Rouner. There are three rooms,
de Gasser, a fine, strapping, blue-eyed broth of a girl,
tree. It was understood the United
only one of which is in use at
lavishly constructed and rosy as the dawn.
States will give the matter symthe present time. The other two
Harlow was, as always, prepared when he called for
pathetic consideration.
will be eventually used for playPriscilla, and, as always, he did not start to converse iming and recording of the promediately. First he took her to dinner because, as everyLund} is served daily from 11:30 fessors’ questions and students’
one knows, it is useless to try to make conversation with
an unfed coed.
a.m. until 1 p.m, in Room 8 of answers.
the Home Economics Building.
So he took her to a fine steak house where he stoked
"All the instructors concerned
The Home Ec Department runs are convinced of
her with gobbets of Black Angus and mounds of French
great value of
fries and thickets of escarole and battalions of petals
the non-profit-cafeteria.
the laboratory." Dr. Goddard said.
fours. Then, at last, dinner was over and the waiter
brought two finger bowls.
"I hope you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said
Harlow, dipping into his finger bowl.
"Oh, it was grandy-dandy !" said Priscilla. "Now let’s
go someplace for ribs."
"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I
thought we might have a conversation."
"Oh. goody, goody, two-shoes!" cried Priscilla. "I
been looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on an
intelligent conversation."
"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow and s
pulled back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a
likely topic to start the conversation.

you zt, . . .

Director Boasts Symphony Background
State College Symphonic Band,
has had experience as first French
horn player with several major
symphony orchestras.
Before coming to SJS, Hare
taught at Marietta College in
Ohio, and was on the extension
faculty of the University of Texas.
Me now teaches music theory,
music appreciation, French horn
and band at San Jose State.
A native of Pennsylvania, Hare
attended the Carnegie Institute of
Technology on a "professional"
promise scholarship. He received
his BA degree in music theory
from the Detroit Institute of Musical A r t at t h e University of
Detroit. Musicology was Hare’s
major subject for the MA degree
from Wayne State University in
Michigan.

FATHER RF.EPS STEP WITH STRIKING TIMES

MAUER’S CAFETERIA
and Buy What You Like

On Campus

with

HAPPY TALK

-
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Iraq Requests U.S. Arms

the

This is it for Fall ...

new ruggedness from the sturdy
sole to the new long-sweep lines
the Piedwiln

all star

;11,09 :0
,11."

You’re seeing
\
the top style the
season has to offer.
Sparked with a 3
eyelet tie, contrasting binding, long
and rakish lines
and an extended
sole. You’ll be
amazed at so
much style at
such a low
price. Come
in today.

0d4hice
HAIR GROOM TONIC

ƒƒƒ

$10.95

ms
mow,
Ntrow to
Wid Wldths

1 gout& ule ?tog fr.yve

.7211.

ifilerAt.OV

Oh, woe! Oh. lackaday ! Those cuffs on which Harlow
had painstakingly transcribed such diverse and fascinating information
those cuffs were nothing now hut
a big, blue blur! For Harlow poor Harlow! splashing
around in the finger bowl had gotten his cuffs wet and
the Ink had run and not one word was legible! And
Harlow broica out in a night-sweat and fell dumb.
"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours,
"that you are a very dull fellow. I’m leaving."
With that she flounced away and poor Harlow was
too crushed to protest. Sadly he sat and sadly lit a
cigarette.
All of a sudden Priscilla came rushing back. "Was
that," she asked, "a Philip Morris you just lit?"
"Yes," said Harlow.
"Then you are not a dull fellow !" she cried and sprang
into his lap. "You are
Anybody is bright to smoke
such a perfect doll of a cigarette as today’s rich, tasty
Philip Morris, which is brimming-full of natural tobacco
goodness and fresh unfiltered flavor.... Harlow, tiger,
wash your cuffs and be my love!"
"Okay," said Harlow, and did, and was,

bright!

g)td5,ie

IN

HAIR GROOM
TONIC

1

Max huirrtan

UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC !

Grooms your hair while it treats your
scalp. Controls loose dandruff. 1.00
ON

SHUtTON

Nxv Yea

lea

Tom,.

HOUR SHOE STORE
163 SO. FIRST ST.
CY 7-4343

Me saminsen, IBIS
The rttn4ers ol Philip Norris Cigarettes., who bring you this
each week. are retry heap" for Harlow -- and for all
the rert ol you who hare diocese ere., <Ise true tobacco goodness
of toiler.’ Philip Morrie!

-ƒ11.1.ƒ
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SAVE WITH OUR
DIVIDEND CARD
Guarart,eed Major Gas

Sharin Oil Co.
502 S. SECOND ST.

CAR WASH

I Approved MinitMon Servic
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH Co.

77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
Open DailySunday A.M.

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner
7th 5 E. Santa Clara
HOLLY DAY TIME
IS HOBBY TIME
AT

HUSTON’S
HOBBY SHOP
293 S. FIRST STREET
Next to Alpine Cafe

OPEN
Mon.-Thum-Fri.
Tues.-Wed.-Sat.

%/0.111.

9-9
9-6

OVII1 C1411.1

115 S. First St.- San Jose

Footballers ,
Show Zip
In Practice

Ths right, the row PLYMOUTH is 1960 new. Nw
irom bumper to bumper,
from top lo

bottom, inside

and

ou’. Come in today and let
Jack

Scheberies

show

you

around.
HEALEY MOTOR CO.
477 S. Market

- Show Slate-

Faced with no presure in the
final game of the season, San
Jose State’s six-time loser grid.
tiers, ran through a light hearted
workout at Spartan Stadium yesterday.
Showing more spirit than has
appeared in several weeks, the
gridders went through signal
drills and finished up with wind
sprints.
Even the coaches got into
the latter competition as tine
coach BIB Perry ran a poor
seventh in a race for guards
and tackles.
Coach Bob Bronzan worked
with a first unit composed of
Jim Moore, Bob Dunivant, Jim
Hughes, Ton’ Ryan, Herb Boyer,
Stan Keith, Jim Craig, Bob Reinhart, George Cobbs, Jim Riley and
Art Powell.
The coaching staff hinted that
there will be several changes for
the game, however. Chances are
that Captain Charles Kaaihue,
Bob Marcie! and Pat Hiram will
start the Friday night finale in
llonolulu. All are natives of Hawaii.
Bronzan also announced that
several prominent Bay Area
football coaches will appear at
the annual football awards
banquet to be held on Dec. 12
Expected to attend the testimonial feed are Chuck Taylor of
Stanford, Pappy VVaidorf of California, Buck Shaw from the Air
Force Academy and Len Casanova of Oregon.
Last year the featured speaker
was Frank Leahy, foriner Notre
Dame coach.
In addition to the 14 players
named above, the remainder of
the traveling squad will be Pete
Galloni, Hal Boutte, -Mel Powell,
Austin Laramie, Prentis Porter.
Nick Sanger, George Barrera,
Mary McKean. Ben Guzman, Al
Chapman, Harvel Pollard and
Walt Ackemann.

’ Receives Bad,
Good Reports

The bad news is an injury to
forward George Wightman who
will be out of the Stanford con! test and the game with Monterey
Peninsula College the following
night. Wightman suffered a severe
charley borse in practice and the
injury has failed to respond to
treatment.

"THE BED"
"The Sheep Hon Five Legs"
Fsenrinq FERNANDEL
Student Rahn

Wive a WORLD of FUN!

The big, big, big
comedy of the year.
JUNE
JACK
LEMMON
ALLYSON

"YOU CAN’T RUN
AWAY FROM IT"
Also

"MIAMI EXPOSE"
Lee J. Cobb - Patricia Medina

CALIFORNIA
"LOVE ME TENDER"
R ch.cd Eigoi. Debra Page+
ELVIS PRESLEY
A
"MASSACRE"
!, DANE CLARK

TOWNE

SARATOGA

Ttave/ with

SITA

Unbelievable Low Colt

Waft Dignity’s

"FANTASIA"
se;th Sfoiowsii

Stnifh-nt Ret56

43-65 D.

Slit moo
EL RANCHO 1 %goo as
Jack Polarize Eddie Albart

"ATTACK"

-REID. IN YoWlr
John Payne Roth Rom.

GAMES WINNERAnaerlea’s Tom Courtney (la) strain., at
the finish line as he wins the Olympic Games’ MOO meter championship in Melbourne, Australia. Courtney defeated Britain’s Derek
Johnson (137) in a brilliant stretch duel with Auden Boysen,
Norway, (behind Courtney), Arnie Sowell (154) and Lon Spurrier
of the United States trailing.

Open at I P M.
ni- by can lielight at thin

of PIZZA
[HOUSE
/.4’7,U11.4 vsƒATERiNi sowiS
395 Almaden

,.,,, ...

CY 7-9901
...d;re,;.m

Ave.

WITH "JET-LIKE"
FASTNESS!
Laundry washed
sparkling bright and
delivered fluffy-dry.
SPECIAL RATE
ON TUES.. WED., THURS.
WITH STUDENT
BODY CARD

CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE
South Ti,

rd at San Salvador

76 yards.

standing.
Perry completed nine passes in
- 20 attempts for 137 yards to
head the SAE offense which outgained the KM 144 yards net
rushing and passing to 113 for
the winners. Ruff grabbed six
passes for 63 yards to top Iii. SAE
receivers.
NELSON STARS
Starring on defense for the
wihnere, %%ere end Bob Nelson,
who intercepted a l’erry pass,
Barney Sabo and Schmidt. On
offense the KA guns were Dick
Knapp, Jack Booher, Don Lucas
and Bud Green.
Loading the SAE defense WC4i
Art Timmons, Gene Peck and
Bill Batileke., On offense it was
all Ruff and Perry.
KA netted 27 yards running and

Green Hoop Clubs
Vie in Initial Game
Two inexperienced teams will face each other Friday night in
Spartan Gym when San Jose State and Stanford open their intercollegiate basketball seasons. Of the 10 players that will comprise
the two starting lineups, only three of them will be seniors.
The Spartans w ill contribute one fourth year man to the gram),
forward Jack Raley, while the Indians will have seniors Bill Bond
and Hap Wagner on the floor.
The remainder of the SJS starting lineup will include Mary
Branstrom at center, Rowley and Gil Egeland at forwards and Ed
Diaz and either Don Rye or Don Reid at the guard posts.
Indian coach Howie Dallma-r plans to use Dick Ilaga at forward
along with Bond, Clint Waring at center and Paul Neumann and
Wagner at guards.

Wagner are Stanford lettermen. Rye, Reid, Haga and Neumann
are sophomores and Waring is a junior.
San Jose Coach Walt McPherson and Dalimar are very interested
in the outcome of the contest, Both agreed that the game will give
an indication of things to come, alhough Dallmar has gone on record
as saying that after the first of the year, when his team gains experience, it will give the rest of the Pacific Coast Conference teams
all that they will be able to handle.
San Jose will have the tallest player in either starting lineup in
Branstrom i6-7t, but the Indians have two more big men on the
bench in Lee Leonard irid Nick Voivodich. Waring is only 6-4.

STATE SHELL SERVICE
FEATURING ALL - NEW

TC P

COMPLETE
Lubrication and Auto Maintenance
Tune-up
Brake Work

Playoff Date Set

Of the potential SJS starting lineup. Branstrom. Diaz and

Egeland earned varsity awards last year, while only Bond and

Includes entree, salad,
coffee, dessert

By mutual agreement of
Kappa Alpha, Interfraternity
champions, and Pi Kappa Alpha.
winners of the independent
league, the intramural championship football game, scheduled for today in Spartan Stadium
has been cancelled until a week
from today. The new site has
not been announced, but it is
believed that Spartan Stadium
will again he used.

ACROSS FROM T HE STUDENT UNION
FOURTH AND SAN FERNANDO

HERE ARE YOUR OLD GOLD

Freshman basketball Co a c h
, Jerry Vroom received both good
and bad news on the eve of the
Spartababes’ se ason opener
, against Stanford Friday night in
Spartan Gym.

The good news is the favorable
ruling by the California Baseketball Assn. on the eligibility of
guard Hal Ulrey. After playing
six games here three Years ago,
Ulrey went into the service. Upon
his return the CBA was asked to
make a ruling as to whether he
was an eligible freshman or sophomore.
Vroom is very high on Ulrey,
whom he rates along with Wightman as the hest shooters on the
club. Along with his shooting
ability, Ulrey is the best ball
handler on the club and Vroom
plans to use him on the post at
least part of the time.
Bob Stillwell will get the call at
Wightman’s forward spot opposite
Norm Steinbach. Dean Jackson,
the tallest man on the team at
6-4, will start at center with
either Gary Ressa or Ron Smith
starting at guard opposite Ulrey.

STUDIO

held I,.
(Continued from Page I )
yards trom the liA’s (As n one one yard rushing and gained 1.1
ard line.
passing.
1.03i6 SAP: MARCH
Don llodgen ran and passed
The SAE* put together a 60 the Kappa Taus to a surprisingyard march to score, mainly on
ly easy 36-13 victory over the
passes from Wally Perry to Don , Sigma (’his. !Nilsen netted $2
Ruff. An interference penalty put yards running and 130 yards
the ball on the KA one, but the passing to gain 212 yards. HodKA line pushed the SAEs back to gen c
(Acted 15 of 21 pass
the six. On third down Rufi passeti attempts unit hail tut) Intersix yanls to end Sam Statler for
cepted.
the score Pern,’s conversion pass
It Nati all all Iltidgen show as
attempt 1:iiled.
The KAs failed to move the he ran through, and passed over ,
ball after taking the kickoff and the SX defenders almost at will.1
the SAE% took over, hut they Jim Daneri kept the SX hopes
also failed (11 gain much as the alive as he completed eight passes
SAE,’ vient for the long pass. in 21 attempts for 160 yards. but
The game ended tiler Ititshaw he had four tosses intercepted.
picked off one of Perry’s passes
Playing outstanding for the KTs
and the K AN attempted a run- were Norm Guest, Tom Voight
ning play to end the game.
and Jerry Weber. Starring for
fiushaw and Keadnell ere the Sigma Chi were Jerry 13artlett,
offensive stars for the KAs. hug- Mitch Winoker and Al Watts.
I
haw netted 33 yards in nine
ran
up
a
22-6
halftime
The
KTs
carries and received three passes
for 70 yards. Beadnell completed lead and coasted to the win. The;
five passea in eight attempts for line play of the winners was out- I

Waldorf, Buck Shaw,
Taylor, Casanova
To Attend Banquet

Have You Heard? Frosh t ouch
---IT’S 1960---

Kappa Tau Third, ,
Rouis SX, 36-13

hens

Ask Your TtavI Agent or

sx

WIN A
WORLD
TOUR
FOR TWO
Rearrange
the letters
in each
puzzle
to form
the name
of an
American
College or
University

PUZZLE NO. 19

PUZZLE NO. 20

ANSWER

CLUE: Thin New E:ngland eollege in not, I
for in foreign language nehools. A 13.01iii
acre forest tract flef VP/1 am a mountmo
eampum for winter vont& and ouringn
ANSWER

Now

Name

CLUE: Opened in 1791, this is the oh!.
iilic university in the I,. S. Am.,
hools is one for foreign service.

Address

Address
State

’allege
Hold until you have rotoplotcd all 24

City
College

Hold untll you have nomplesed all 24 puzzle.

YOU’LL GO FOR
OLD GOLDS

PUZZLE NO. 21

SO RICH,
SO LIGHT,
SO GOLDEN
BRIGHT!

CADET COLONEL

@LZ.131

Either REGULAR. KING SIZE or
the GREAT NEW FILTERS

Old Golds taste terrific! The reason:
Old Golds give you the best
tobaccos. Nature’.
ripened tobaccos

’ante_

ssiZA-4

salutes Jockey brand underwear
Clausewitz Mc-Strut, same generalimiiimo, is a atickler
for obedience to commands. -When I say, ’at ease’ I
mean ’tut Cal, ." " tic says, -and Jockey briefs always
let you tie at ease!"

CLUE. iiiwned in 1576 with
he
from a Quaker merchant of Bahonor,.
this university now has one of the
rnedii al schools in the world.
ANSWER

You don’t have to be hocking for commendations at

inspection time to appreciate the comfort that comes
from wearing Jockey briefs. Better stop in at your
dealer’s soon...buy /1 supply of Jockey briefs and
T-shirts, and feel as good as you look!

Name
Address

City

State_

College

it’s in style to be comfortable... in

Ifold until you have eorapieted all 24 puzzles

$ggg

Men, taws "’dude
colteetr credo
Also low tear Sipe te Meeks
$14111 up, South America WV up,
Heeeii Study Teens 53211 up end
Around.** World SIM up

TA

PUZZLES

ENTER NOW! CET BACK PUZZLES’
spnd
i.ir fZiCt1 iiilCk p izzle
BEST TASTE YET
IN A FILTER CIGARETTE
01111.10.1 tan., flan it R..

.ree..----,............wwwwwwwwsissoassagereanosenawnswinenntssnawessielmskagnsIMMOstsemememeem,--

docket/4

five cents for a set of rules. Enclose a
self-addressed, stamped envelope. Mail
to Tangle Schools, P. 0. Box 9, Grand
Central Annex, New York 17, N. Y.

made en,

on.

C1,1

underwear

Kenosha. Wiscansis
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Sororities View Past With Eye Toward
Full Schedule of Fall, Spring Activities

Theta Chi ’Dream Girl’ Campaign Opens;
42 in Competition for Fraternity Title

Greeks Rehearse Show

Take-offs on movies. books, mu- Morris Dailey Auditorium. They the first, second and third place /
Theta Chi’s campaign to find
sicals, SJS history and males at are open to the public and are winners in both the fraternity and
their Dreain Girl starts tonight
but
a
few
of
The
judges,
SJS
are
the
topics:
free
oftharge.
Friday
night’s
presorority
competition.
der the direction of Connie alarALPHA Lill OMEGA
of the 19 four-minute skits being ’ sentation will include 12 skits by dignitaries from the San Jose at 8 o’clock in the San Jose WomGharkne M u 0 r e. Alpha C h shall.
rehearsed for the Theta Chi "All- /1 fraternities. On Saturday. seven area, will be announced before en’s Club. A present total of 42
Omega natianal traveling seere- I ALPHA OMICRON PI
Greek Show" for Friday anl Sa- sororities will per for in. Both the shows and will make their candidates will be narrowed to 15.
Rehearsals for the Greek Show
tary. visited the local chapter
The girla wiU be individually
turday nights
selections on the basis of script
; shows will begin at 8 o’clock.
house last week cOnducting work- are occupying the time of memThe
be presented in
Trophies will be presented to originality, preparation and pre- Introduced. Entertainment will be
shops and reviewing sorority ac- bers this week. Gail Hennessy and
provided by a vocal trio composed
sentation.
thities uhile here.
Fran Zupanovich are in charge
of Bill Boggle, Ron Skillicorn and
Theta
Chi
alumni
will
divide
Leland Stahl. Emcees will be SkilMembers are busy this week a AOPi’s skit: aided by Barbara
master
of
ceremony
duties
each
licorn and Tom McLelland. Chapworking on the Greek Show. un- Hams, costum9; Dottie Huggins
night.
On
Friday,
Richard Gar- erones
and Kittie Cram . sets: and Mariwill be Dr. Ray Wilkerson
vin, KLOK disc jockey, and Dick
lyn Meyers. props.
and Mrs. E. L. LeGros, Kappa
Ganzert
will
emcee,
and
on
SaKappa Gamma housemother.
Maureen Lanigan is in charge
turday, Bob Custer, also of KLOK,
the all-campus blood drive,
Chairman Bill Boggle reports
and Mary Braunstein. "Greek
and her assistants are Corinne
that one girl from each sorority
Show" originator, will split the
Borello. Diane Harlow and Elma
and three independents will comJob.
pete in the final judging.
Van Fossen.
Braunstein originated the show
Trying to succeed this year’s
I n charge of designing t he
In the fall of 1949. Theta Chi Dream Girl, Barbara Clement of
Christmas decorations for the
has sponsored it every year since Delta Gamma, are Shirley NeilAWS door contest are Dorothy
Per Gallon
that time.
son, Arlene Cougule and Donna
Davis and Kathy Ogilvie. senior
Each night there will be a 15 Bush of Alpha Phi; Barbara GrasYOU SAVE 6c
art majors.
minute intermission, during which so, Sue Abbot and Sonya Gracher,
AIJ’HA PHI
A GALLON
entertainment will be provided, Delta Zeta: Norma Fogle, Alice
Mrs. Clair MacLeod. district
and by 5 10 Or IS galand a 10 minute intermission at Carr and Jerry Ann Reich, Phi
governor of Alpha Phi. is on her
Ions of gas rit rcails, oak.: nd
’the end of the skits while the Mu: Joyce Schaler, Marsha Healy
annual
visit
to
the
local
chapter
get I. 2 or 3 gallons absolutely
judges are deliberating. Trophies and Sandy Trainer, Delta Gamma;
this week.
FREE to, ach 5 purchased.
then will be presented to the win- Jan Fisher, Marsha Hodgson and
Pledges of Alpha Phi will run a
2000 OFF ON ALL OILS
ners.
Shirley Benson, Alpha CM Omecar wash in front Zi the chapter
Co-chairmen of the affair are ga.
house
at
1:30
p.m.
Dec.
8.
2000 STATION
Jo Anne Swenson, Alice Kunz
Bob Silva and Finnan Brown.
Cu I OMEGA
4+11 & William Sts.
John Carrille is technician and and Jill Beag, Chi Omega; Sue
A luncheon was held in honor
the stage crew consists of John Jacobs, Sue Doyle and Nancy
of Miss Betty Jacka, national secO’Neill, 13111 Andem, Dick Powell, McNeil, Kappa Alpha Theta; Lorretary, at the Chi Omega house
Dino Boito, Ron Doolittle, and ie Charnstrom, Cavite Allison and
recently.
Brown. Publicity is being handled June Billingsly, Sigma Kappa,
Last week the Chi O’s and memby Dave Defehr and Theta Chi Mary Lou Valenzano, Francine
bers of Delta Sigma Phi enjoyed
Silva and Shiela Curran, Kappa
pledges will usher.
a barbecue exchange with volleyball and dancing providing the MEMBERS OF Kappa Alpha Theta present
Housemothers and advisers for Delta; Sandy Springer. June Bibb
a typical skit during
evening’s entertainment. An in- Theta Chru 6th annual Greek Show. The girls had a winning entry, all the Greek organizations have and Carole Hopkins, C;aninia Phi
formal dinner exchange will be "Reg Reue." They performed to the music of "The Continental", been invited to the show. Chap- Beta: Kitty Crain, Jo Ann Maloof
held with Kappa Tau this week. but used original words.
erons will be Dr. and Mrs. Bruce and Dorothy David, Alpha OmiUnder the leadership of Kay
Ogilvie, Raymond Wilkerson and cron Pi.
Carole Christer, Pat Burns and
Collins, Chi O’s are planning a
James Jacobs.
fall pledge dante to be held at
Ft,
the chapter house Dec. 8 .

FREE GAS
6‘ Off

Anna Lou Clark, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Barbara Barney, Linda
Vand,Amhoug, Sally Hill, Marilyn
Lloyd and Dolores Strand, independents.

HAVENLY FOODS
Have you fried our
CHEF’S SPECIAL
STEAK DINNER 1.85

r3,

SLved a.

Reed & Barton’s
Simplest, Sweetest
Sterling
Sweet as a love lyric, yet
simple enough to be correct with anything. That’s
Reed & Barton’s newest
solid silver design
Autumn Leaves. See it
here now. Only $34.75 a
6-pc. place setting. Fed.
Tax included.

DELTA GAMMA
DGs will hold a benefit fashion
show and tea Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapter house. Guests will
be friends, alumnae and members
of the Mothers Club. Debbie Duetterman, chairman, announces that
door prizes and a Christmas turkey will be given away.
Barbara Fischer. president, will
be commentator for the sorority
girls modeling the ideal wardrobe
for the average coed.
Pledges will have a car wash
at the house Friday from 1-3:30
p.m. and from 10 a.m. until noon
on Saturday. The charge will be
$.50.
Barbara Clement. assisted by
Sandie Trainer. are leading the
girls, in their work on the Greek
Show.
GAMMA PHI BETA!
Hamburger. chicken, ham and
steak were on the menu at the
recent Gamma Phi Beta scholarship dinner. planned by Meredith
Maughn and her assistant, Carolyn Curtis.
Barbara Lanning and Barbara
Noble, with 4.0 averages for the
spring semester were tied for top
honors. Judy Bell demonstrated
t h e greatest improvement. N o
member had an average below
2.0.
Gamma Phi Betas are planning
a fireside for tonight. Chairman
for the actives is Merle Morris.
and for the pledges, Jan Reid.
KAPPA DELTA
Gladys Robert S. scholarship
chairman, is in charge of the Kappa Delta scholarship banquet tonight. Guest speaker will be Mary
Bell. alumnae scholarship adviser.

Ask to see

Adrey:s
BACK BACK ROOM

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT PLAN
Truditinn for Quality in Sun Jute

1,Nr.9.LvAN
L

eweter3

Parties, Greek Show Plans
Held Attention of Fraternities
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
ATO’s Mothers’ Club held a
rummage sale last week. a ith proceeds going to the house.
Six guests were entertained at
dinner recently. They were Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Baron. Jack Holland and his sister, Barbara Holland, Mrs. Izetta Pritchard and
the new ATO assistant adviser,
Lou Fischl.
Members are working on the
Greek Show this week.
KAPPA ALPHA
Under the leadership of Bob
Hosfeldt and Jim Hushaw, the
brothers of Kappa Alpha have prepared for the Greek Show Friday night. Curtis I.uft and Don
Day have the leads in the NA
presentation.
The brothers supported the KA
football team en masse at yesAfter dinner. a trophy for outstanding improvement will be
given.
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Dianne Davis. activities chairman and her assistant Jerry Wion
are lining up final plans for KKG’s
participation in the Greek Show.
The costume committee-is headed
by Dee Williams and the scenery
committee. by Vivienne Andres.
Dr. Ruth McKenzie o f the
speech department, her husband
and associate dean of students,
Bob Baron and his wife will he
present for the "Guest Dinner"
this week.
SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappas will honor their
new housemother. Mrs. Lola Dimling at a tea Sunday from 3 to
5 p.m. Shirley Smith is in charge
of the affair. Also working on
the event is Marilyn Hops. social
chairman.
The girls have been working on
final rehearsals for the Greek
Show. Barbara Francard has been
chairman of this activity, aided
by Bobbie D’Amico.
Next on the agenda for sorority members is the semi-annual
pledge dance Dec. 6 at the St.
.

terday’s game at Spartan Stadi-4
um. Plans for the annual Delta
Gamma-Pi
Kappa
Alpha-Kappa
Alpha Children’s Christmas party
are under the direction of Don
Becker, social chairman.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Plans for a Christmas party are
being formulated for Phi Sigma
Kappa members and their dates.
Several members are planning a
week of skiing at Squaw Valley
during the Christmas vacation.
A new addition to the house is
a four-month-old pedigreed dachshund puppy named "Killer."

. 1
eetings,

Asiociated Women Students will
meet today at 4:30 p.m. in Music
Auditorium. The SJS Glee Club
will entertain.
California Student Teachers Association will hold an executive
board meeting tomorrow at 8:30
p.m. in Room 49. The CSTA Student-Faculty luncheon will be held
Friday from 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. in
Room 49.
Independent Housing Council
will meet tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
in Room 21.
International Students Organization will hold a cabinet meeting
today at 4:30 p.m. in the Green
Room of the Speech and Drama
Building.
Latter Day Saint* Institute of
Religion will meet tonight at 7:30
o’clock at 436 E. San Fernando St.

SIGMA CHI
Sigma Chi pledges captured six
actives and took them to Rio Nido
on the Russian River for their
sneak recently. Actives taken were
Frank McCle.skey, Larry Bofenlump, Job Haigh, Rob Hillman,
Earl White and Dal Sceales.
Dick Tash and Ron Giardina are
directing Sigma Chi rehearsals for
the Greek Show.
Newman Club will meet tonight
SIGMA NU
at 8:13 o’clock at Newman Hall.
Queen candidates for the White Father Duryea will begin a new
Rose Formal 411 be Sigma Nu’ series of talks.
guests at dinner Monday night.
_Phi. Alpha Theta will meet toThe girl Ch-n to represent tFe morrow at 7:30 p.m. in Room 49.
Zeta Iota chapter from SJS will
Dr. Jackson Main will be guest
compete with candidates from the
speaker.
chapters at the University of NePhysics Society will meet tovada. UC at Davis, Fresno State.
Stanford and the University of morrow at 12:30 p.m. on the Science Building roof.
California.
Social Affairs will meet tomorThe queen will be crowned at
row at 3:30 p.m. in Room 24.
the formal Dee. 8 at the Hotel
Student Chapter SAE will meet
St. Francis in San Francisco.
Dec. 3 at 7 p.m. In Ella, instead
On Dec. la. Sigma Nus will
of tonight as originally announced.
Join with Alpha Chi Omega to
Stude.nt Democrats will meet
sponsor their annual Christmas tonight at 7:30 o’clock at 29 E.
party tor underprivileged children. Santa Clara St.
Al Severino his been selected to
Surprise Party Committee of
play Santa Claus.
the Social Affairs Committee V1 ill
SIGMA PI
meet today at 3:30 p.m. in Room
The local chapter entertained 24.
Tan Delta Phi will meet tonight
members from the Fresno State
chapter for the Thanksgivillig Day at 7:30 o’clock in the Tower.
Tr-Sigma will take a field trip
football game Several Sigma Pis
from Fresno stayed overnight and Ii) the William F. James Ranch
recovered a paddle which local Friday, starting at 12:30 p.m. Inmembers hail ’borrowed’ from the terested persons may sign up in
l-msno house previously.
the Social Science Iffier’

Since

1904

[Massifiedi

MEN:

up

S

ta

I

Let’s have your
vital statistics

OR RENT
HAMM%

for four g rls in lovely pHNate home. Kit priv. CY 2-7866.

WANTED
Steady babysitter fur Sets. Jr. or
Senior Ed. major preferred. CY 2841W
Mother’s helper. Private room,
board $30 a mo. Near Rose Garden. AX 6-06a2
FOR SALE
’41! Olds. 2 dr. sedan. R.. HT:CV.Wr.
pipes, Al shape. 470 S. 11th St..
$375.
Range. Excellent condition. S I x
burner. ens V30 146 S. 10th St.
’aa Ford eons.. It, II. W W.. ft
Must sell this week 5945. 439 N
14th-St. -LT 2-1

2"

only

Melia yours the lovoliost wedding
Cl’
of the 141010,1 .
our group of tradition.,
newly elegant bridal ,.
FREE gift to youyour I . 14
portraio with your puro;lase frcA

SHIRT
15 x 33
COAT

-dit

We Have All K;nds of Gifts

COSTUME JEWELRY
FIGURINES
MUSIC BOXES

711 C
12 W. San Antonio St.

Hotel Bldg.
CY 7-3923

Montgomery

"She’s hoping for a

CASHMERE SWEATER
from Stuart’s
They have the finest.

161 Se616 Pint
’

PHILOSOPHY FOR TODAY
"You ask me why I smile," he said,
"When H-Bombs hang above my head,
My car’s a wreck ... my gal has fled
My money’s gone ... I’m in the red ...
Why do I smile? ... You ask me why?
CHESTERFIELDS! THEY SATISFY!".
MORAL, Everything looks bright with
your Chesterfield alight! Cheer up
every smoking moment with more
real flavor, more real enjoyment.
Smile, friend ... with the smoothesttasting smoke today, packed moro
smoothly by ACCU RAY!
Like your pleasure big? ...
Smok for Leal
smok Chsterfleld
4
1

COME INTO mosher’s for men
AND FILL OUT A SIZE CARD
WHEN THERE’S AN OCCASION FOR A
GIFT, YOUR FRIENDS AND , . . GIRL FRIENDS

WILL FIND IT HANDY.

REMEMBER

it’s just around the corner

SIZE 40
4,.lI

Christmas is coming!

LADIES’ NIGHT
AN EVENING ESPECIALLY PLANNED
FOR SPARTAN LADIES. NO MEN
ALLOWED,.EXCEPT FOR ONE
SANTA CLAUS. HE’S THE HOST.

SURPRISES

REFRESHMENTS

.....4ilfrey
76 W. SAN ANTONIO
between lit and Market
CY 4436$
CeskLey.AweyCkerle

mosiler’s for men

1.1.111111ƒIIMM

So. 4thCY 3-7420

XMAS IS ONLY
29 DAYS AWAY!

N sos4 JUNG

MST onil SAN itAtltOgstou hritgall

,.’S

-71.4xedo (.1

5

NEW

Autumn
Leaves

J

On Ilayshor N. of Julian - Cl’ 3-11M

WATCH FOR YOUR
INVITATION FROM SANTA

